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Although autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by social impairments, patients with ASD
frequently manifest atypical sensory behaviors. Recently, atypical sensory perception in ASD has received much attention, yet little is
known about its cause or neurobiology. Herein, we review the findings from neuroimaging studies related to visual perception in ASD.
Specifically, we examined the neural underpinnings of visual detection, motion perception, and face processing in ASD. Results from
neuroimaging studies indicate that atypical visual perception in ASD may be influenced by attention or higher order cognitive mechanisms, and atypical face perception may be affected by disrupted social brain network. However, there is considerable evidence for
atypical early visual processing in ASD. It is likely that visual perceptual abnormalities are independent of deficits of social functions or
cognition. Importantly, atypical visual perception in ASD may enhance difficulties in dealing with complex and subtle social stimuli, or
improve outstanding abilities in certain fields in individuals with Savant syndrome. Thus, future research is required to elucidate the characteristics and neurobiology of autistic visual perception to effectively apply these findings in the interventions of ASD.
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INTRODUCTION
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental
disorder characterized by deficits in social communication
and interaction and by restricted or repetitive patterns of behavior, interests, and activities (RRB) [1]. Many researchers
have focused on the social deficit of ASD. Although there is
much to be learned regarding its neural underpinnings, involvement of atypical social brain networks is widely acknowledged as a common concept. Social brain networks are supposed to be involved in understanding other’s intentions, beliefs,
and mental states, such as wishes [2]. A number of neuroimaging studies have suggested altered social brain networks
in ASD [3-6].
Individuals with ASD often exhibit atypical sensory behaviors across multiple sensory modalities: indifference to pain,
adverse response to specific sounds or textures, excessive smelling or touching of objects, and visual fascination with lights or
movement [1]. Sensory abnormality, which has received less
attention than social impairment, is a common symptom obThis is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution Non-Commercial License (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0)
which permits unrestricted non-commercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any
medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

served in approximately 95% of children with ASD [7]. Recently, an increasing number of researchers consider sensory
abnormality as a critical symptom. The diagnostic criteria for
ASD in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-5) also included “hyper- or hypo-reactivity to sensory input or unusual interest in sensory
aspects of the environment” as an example of RRB [1]. Interestingly, sensory abnormality and social impairment seem to
be related to each other in ASD. In infants with ASD, atypical
sensory development preceded social communicative symptoms [8], sensory hyporesponsiveness predicted subsequent
lower levels of joint attention and language development [9],
and altered visual perception predicted diagnostic status of
ASD [10]. Thus, sensory impairment may be causal to social
impairment in ASD, or the two may interact closely [11,12].
As up to 80% of the information that the human brain receives from external environment is processed visually [13],
vision is regarded as the most important sensory modality.
Gaze processing, which is an important prerequisite for joint
attention [14], or imitation, which is closely related to empathy [15], do not develop normally without intact visual processing. The infants at risk for autism, who are later diagnosed
with ASD, more frequently show normal social behaviors (e.g.,
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attending to faces) than typically developing (TD) infants up
to 12 months of age [16]. However, they exhibit atypical visual
behaviors after 12 months of age, followed by abnormal social behaviors [17]. This observation indicates that defective
visual processing may contribute to the occurrence of social
impairment. For example, in individuals with ASD, atypical
visual perception can complicate the processing of visually
presented social cues, and this may eventually result in isolation from confusing social information [18].
Among other sensory domains, altered visual perception
has been widely reported in individuals with ASD. For example, individuals with ASD seem to be more biased toward local details than global perception, a phenomenon also known
as “looking at the trees, but not at the forest” [11]. Individuals
with ASD often show superior visual detection [19], and enhanced visual search may be considered as an early marker
of ASD [10]. For some individuals with ASD, their bias toward
detail seems to play an important role in developing tremendous Savant skills, such as extremely outstanding visual memory or 3-D drawing performance [20]. In particular, atypical
visual perception may affect artistic abilities. In line with this
view, characteristics of visual perception in ASD were examined from the perspective of neuroaesthetics [21], which deals
with the neurobiological aspects of esthetic experiences [22].
In contrast, other findings suggest that the visual search ability of individuals with ASD does not differ from that of TD
individuals [23]. Some researchers argue that local visual
perception abilities in individuals with ASD depend on the
complexity of stimuli [24] or spatial frequency [25]. Several
studies have investigated global motion perception in ASD.
Perceiving a single moving object is defined as local motion
perception, whereas perceiving multiple objects moving relative to one another is defined as global motion perception [26].
Numerous studies have reported that individuals with ASD
show global motion processing deficit [27,28], while other
studies have found no difference between ASD and TD individuals [29]. Difficulties in biological motion perception, especially in extracting complex information from the motion,
have also been reported [30]. Since human faces are a typical
social stimulus, numerous studies have investigated atypical
face processing in ASD, which is characterized by social impairment. Individuals with ASD show difficulties in facial recognition [31] and gender discrimination [32], and abnormalities in processing facial emotional expression [33] and eye
gaze [34]. The results from studies are inconsistent because
familiarity or movement of the face stimuli and subject gaze
or attention affects the results [35].
Neuroimaging provides neurobiological insight into various mental states such as emotion, cognition, and behavior.
Behavioral impairments may be monitored with neuroimag-
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ing. Despite normal behaviors, the neurocircuitries related to
certain behaviors may exhibit altered activity, or the brain regions, other than those typically involved with behaviors, may
be activated. Presently, there is no consensus in the findings
of neuroimaging studies examining visual processing in ASD.
While some studies have reported abnormalities in early visual processing, others have reported atypical higher order visual processing. Several researchers have argued that it is not
the visual processing but altered cognition or attention that is
compromised in ASD.
This review examines neuroimaging studies focusing on
visual detection, motion perception, and face processing to
elucidate the features of visual perception in ASD. We also
examined whether these characteristics of visual perception
are related to social deficit in ASD.

VISUAL DETECTION
Individuals with ASD show impairments in multiple cognitive domains such as social interaction and communication, language, and executive functions. However, there is one
exception: the ability to find local features in complex visual
stimuli, namely visual detection. For successful visual detection, it is necessary to focus on local single details and suppress an urge to perceive global stimuli [36]. Over the past few
decades, many investigations have reported superior visual
detection in ASD [19,37].

Common findings from neuroimaging studies

Embedded figures task (EFT) is a popular method that has
been used to investigate visual search superiority in ASD, and
has been used frequently in functional neuroimaging studies.
In this task, a participant is instructed to find a simple target
shape hidden within a complex figure [38]. Block design task
(BDT) is also a useful evaluation tool, which has originally
been used to measure visuospatial ability in the Wechsler
Adult Intelligence Scales-Revised (WAIS-R) [39]. In this task,
a participant is required to re-create a pattern shown in a picture with all white, all red, or half white and half red blocks in
hand. When performing in the scanner, a participant is instructed to count the number of particular shapes in a pattern
[36], or to choose a shape that matches another shape at a particular position in a pattern [40]. In the visual search paradigm task developed by Keehn et al. [41], the upright letter “T”
is a target, and Ts rotated at 90°, 180°, and 270° are distractors.
Consistent findings from functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies that used a visual detection task showed
that individuals with ASD, compared to TD individuals, activated posterior brain regions such as the primary visual cortex (V1) and extrastriate cortex more extensively, whereas they
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showed less activity in the frontal regions. In the first fMRI
study using EFT by Ring et al. [42], the ventral occipitotemporal regions were activated more in the ASD than in the TD
group. These primary and associated visual areas are responsible for early visual processing and are thought to be involved
in visual imagery of objects [43]. Individuals with ASD may
use a strategy to utilize mental imagery to compare a target
shape with complex design [42]. Similarly, in an fMRI study
using BDT, among V1, V2, V3, V4, V5, and VP, only V2 showed
BDT-specific atypical hemodynamic response in the ASD
group [36]. In addition, several studies have reported hyperactivation of occipital regions in ASD individuals during visual detection tasks [40,44,45]. Perhaps this atypical brain activity makes features of individual stimuli more prominent,
thereby enhancing local visual processing [44]. These results
show that visual perception in ASD is atypical in early stage.
In contrast to individuals with ASD, TD individuals seem
to involve higher order cognitive processing while performing visual detection tasks. In an fMRI study with adult participants, TD participants showed stronger activity in the
right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) [42]; in other
studies involving children, TD participants showed greater
activity in the left DLPFC compared to participants with ASD
[46]. This indicates that TD individuals utilize both spatial
working memory (right DLPFC) and verbal working memory (left DLPFC) as strategies for visual detection [47]. Relative activation of the medial prefrontal cortex was also observed in TD individuals [40,45,46]. It is possible that TD
individuals perform global processing to reveal overall meaning and coherence of figures during visual detection tasks
[40]. In contrast to these findings, it was reported that individuals with ASD overactivated the fronto-parietal region
during visual detection [41] or underactivated the posterior
brain regions during visual detection compared to TD individuals [48]. One report showed no differences between the
ASD and TD groups [49].

Visual detection and conceptual models of ASD

The characteristics of visual processing in ASD as described
above are partially consistent with the weak central coherence
hypothesis. Central coherence is the ability to integrate information into one meaningful whole. According to the weak
central coherence hypothesis, individuals with ASD exhibit
a defect in the higher order mechanism of integrating local
perceptions into a global perception [50]. This may explain
why the autistic brain cannot properly recruit the frontal region for visual detection. However, in this kind of task that
mainly requires processing of local aspect, this cognitive limitation may not have many adverse effects [19]. Rather, focusing on the global context can hinder finding a single detail.

In the aforementioned neuroimaging studies, TD individuals mainly activated the prefrontal region responsible for integration, but individuals with ASD did not. In contrast, the
weak central coherence hypothesis, which considers visual
signaling as being normal, cannot explain relative hyperactivation of the early visual cortices in ASD. Instead, according
to the enhanced perceptual functioning hypothesis, individuals with ASD exhibit excessive low level perceptual processing, which is not regulated properly by top-down mechanisms
and interferes with higher cognitive processes [20]. This is consistent with the fact that hyperactivation of the early visual
cortex in ASD is observed not only in visuospatial tasks but
also in social [6,51] or attention shifting tasks [52]. In addition,
the autistic brain excessively activates the ventral occipitotemporal area in esthetic judgments that require subjective appreciation [21]. That is, in the autistic brain, low level visual processing occurs excessively even when it is unnecessary.
The cortical underconnectivity hypothesis argues that the
cortical network between brain regions is inefficient, leading
to impaired integration of information [53]. However, in terms
of visual detection, the results from neuroimaging studies on
connectivity are inconsistent. In one fMRI study using EFT,
frontal-posterior underconnectivity was observed as expected [45]. In functional connectivity MRI (fcMRI) studies using BDT and visual search task, the inter-lobar connectivity
of the ASD group was not different from that of the TD group
[40], and the fronto-occipital connectivity was even increased
in the ASD group [49]. Many task-based fcMRI studies have
examined functional domains in which individuals with ASD
show disabilities, but a visual detection task is exceptional in
that individuals with ASD have comparative or superior performance. Task-related brain activity may have an additional
effect on correlation between blood-oxygen-level-dependent
(BOLD) signal fluctuations in certain brain regions, or functional connectivity [54]. Therefore, the impact of task selection should be considered when evaluating functional connectivity, and some underconnectivities reported in individuals
with ASD may not reflect actual reduced integrity of neural
networks [49].

Do individuals with ASD exhibit extraordinary visual
detection capability?

As mentioned above, individuals with ASD showed atypical brain activation or connectivity while performing visual
detection tasks. Is it, then, true that they have superior visual
detection capability? A number of studies have not found differences in task performance between ASD and TD individuals. According to a meta-analysis by Samson et al. [55], only
31% of neuroimaging studies using visual stimuli showed differences in performance between groups. This may be because
http://www.jkacap.org
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a visual detection task performed in a scanner is too easy to
be able to reveal a performance difference. In a study that applied various tasks with a range of difficulties by changing set
size and distractor composition, the ASD group, compared to
the TD group, exhibited increased search efficiency [41]. Another possible explanation is that, because ASD symptomatology is heterogeneous, only some individuals with ASD may
have superior visual detection capabilities. However, there is
some evidence that it is not a matter of visual detection. The
eye gaze pattern of individuals with ASD was analyzed while
they were observing naturalistic scene images, and the results
revealed that they focused better on local detail, such as contrast and color [56]. While performing BDT, they showed a
different cognitive mechanism from that exhibited by TD individuals, regardless of their visuospatial ability [57]. Thus,
it is reasonable to consider that individuals with ASD have a
different visual processing style and capability of visual detection varies from normal to extremely high, such as in the
Savant syndrome.

Visual detection and social impairment

Interestingly, there are studies that have reported the relationship between visual detection-related brain activity and
social impairment in ASD. In an fMRI study conducted by
Spencer et al. [48], the ASD group showed decreased activities
in the posterior brain regions, including the left fusiform gyrus and left V3 (the associative visual cortex), in EFT versus
control task condition as compared to the TD group. Brain
activities in these regions showed negative correlation with
impairments in reciprocal social interaction evaluated by Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule-Generic (ADOS-G)
[58]. This indicates that atypical visual processing may have
a negative effect on eye gaze, joint attention, and facial expression, which are reciprocal social interactions dependent on
visual information. However, hypoactivation of the posterior
brain regions in ASD may be an unexpected result. Generally,
in an fMRI study, task-related neural activity is derived by
subtracting baseline BOLD signals from BOLD signals generated while performing the task. Researchers usually use
BOLD signal generated while performing control tasks as the
baseline; however, occasionally, resting state is also used as
the baseline [59]. In the study conducted by Spencer et al. [48],
a simple control task was used to determine whether a target
shape is the same as a highlighted shape in a complex figure.
If the ASD group overactivated the posterior brain regions
even during a simple control task that does not require a visual search, comparison of EFT versus control task conditions
of the two groups does not lead to the conclusion that the ASD
group activated less the posterior brain regions. Instead, from
this perspective, it is possible to conclude that excessive visual
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function is associated with more severe autistic symptoms.
In a study conducted by Keehn et al. [49], no group difference
in brain activity was observed during visual search, but neural activity of the right middle frontal gyrus was positively
correlated with socio-communicative impairment and neural activity of the left intraparietal sulcus (IPS) was negatively
correlated with socio-communicative impairment. These two
regions are thought to be related to visual attention. Although
there is still a lot to be learned, it is worth noting that the brain
response to non-social visual stimuli may be related to social
impairment in ASD.
In summary, individuals with ASD have shown superiority in the performance of visual detection tasks that require
relatively little higher order visual processing. Although their
task performance is not as good as expected, the findings from
neuroimaging studies discussed above provide evidence that
their visual perception is more dependent on early visual processing. If basic visual processing in ASD is atypical, it is plausible that it can affect processing of visually presented social
stimuli, which requires integration and judgment of various
information.

MOTION PERCEPTION
Humans live in a dynamic world, not in a still picture. Therefore, motion perception plays a fundamental role in perceiving
their environment and determining their behavior. According
to psychophysical studies, local motion perception of a single
object in ASD seems to be unimpaired overall [60,61]. Some
findings suggest that individuals with ASD exhibit normal first
order motion perception, but impaired second order motion
perception [60]. First order motion stimuli defined by luminance are easily identified from the background, but second
order motion stimuli defined by features other than luminance
(e.g., contrast, texture, etc.) cannot be identified from the background, unless they are moving, and this requires more complex motion processing in the brain [62]. Studies investigating
perception of coherent motion, a type of global motion, have
provided mixed results. In a coherent motion task usually represented in a random dot kinematogram (RDK), a certain percentage of dots move in the same direction while other dots
move in random direction. An individual is required to identify the general direction of moving dots. For example, if 50%
of dots move in a random direction and the remaining 50%
of the dots move to the right, an individual can recognize that
the general direction is right. Motion coherence threshold is
measured by gradually increasing the coherence level (i.e., percentage of dots moving in the same direction among all dots).
For example, an individual’s motion coherence threshold is
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30% if the individual first notices that the general direction
is upward at a point where 30% of dots are moving upward
and 70% of the dots are moving in random direction [63].
Multiple studies have reported coherent motion processing
impairment in ASD [27,28], but there was no group difference
between the ASD and TD groups after adjustment for intelligence quotient (IQ) [64]. In a recent behavioral study of coherent motion, performance of individuals with ASD was
similar to or lower than that of TD individuals depending on
viewing duration [65].

Atypical global motion perception in ASD

Visual information that reaches the primary visual cortex
is divided into ventral stream and dorsal stream. The ventral
stream receives input from the parvocellular pathway that
processes high spatial frequency (HSF) and transmits it from
V1, through V4, to the inferior temporal cortex, and is called
“what” system as this stream processes visual form and color. The dorsal stream receives input from the magnocellular
pathway that processes low spatial frequency (LSF) and transmits it from V1 and V2, through the middle temporal visual
area (MT/V5), to the posterior parietal cortex, and is called
“where” system as this stream processes location or movement
of objects [66]. The dorsal stream is involved in global motion
perception, and especially MT/V5 is considered a key region
where local motion signals are integrated into a global representation [67]. Moreover, the neural response of MT/V5 appears to be enhanced as the coherence level increases [68].
The dorsal stream deficit hypothesis attempts to explain
global motion perception impairment in ASD [28]. Children
with dorsal stream dysfunction are unable to visually recognize multiple objects at the same time, so they cannot pick a
toy they want from a toy box. They are unable to accurately
recognize moving objects, making it difficult to count the
number of fingers of a moving hand. They find it difficult to
take the stairs without directly touching the next step, due to
disrupted visual guidance of movement [69]. The fact that
children with ASD can barely learn by simply watching without somatosensory feedback and show impaired imitative
learning suggests the possibility of disrupted dorsal stream
processing [70]. In addition, seeing a moving object through
lateral glance is thought to be a compensatory behavior for
children with ASD to easily perceive LSF information, which
is processed inadequately due to dorsal stream deficit [71].
The weak central coherence hypothesis considers that global motion perception impairment observed in individuals
with ASD is due to their general cognitive style that focuses
on local detail, but not on global features [50]. Two prominent examples of global motion are coherent motion and biological motion, and these two types of motion have been

used to evaluate global motion perception.

Coherent motion perception

Some fMRI studies have investigated whether the dorsal
stream deficit hypothesis is applicable to coherent motion perception in individuals with ASD. In an fMRI study by Brieber
et al. [72], participants performed coherent motion tasks represented in RDK while they were scanned. Activity of V5 in
the TD group was greater while they were viewing coherent
motion compared to random motion, whereas this difference
was not found in the ASD group; that is, activity of V5, which
is a key region of the dorsal stream, was not modulated by motion coherence. The ASD group showed hypoactivation of the
superior parietal cortex in coherent motion versus random
motion contrast. The authors argued that unmodulated activation in lower dorsal stream results in lack of motion coherence-specific activation, and hypoactivation of the parietal
cortex prevents motion signals from being integrated into
global perception. In addition, the ASD group showed hyperactivation of V1. In contrast, another study that applied a
similar design showed that both the ASD and TD groups recruited MT/V5 and no differential neural activity was found
between the two groups, although the ASD group exhibited a
non-significant trend toward lower performance in the coherent motion task [73].
Multiple studies have investigated the coherent motion perception in individuals with ASD, but their task performances
have shown mixed results. In this regard, the following study
is notable. Robertson et al. [74] instructed individuals to choose
a global direction, showing RDKs with varying coherence levels and viewing durations while scanned. As both variables decreased, the performance level declined more sharply in ASD
than in TD individuals. Similarly, ASD individuals showed
greater reduction in V1 and MT/V5 activity compared to TD
individuals as viewing duration decreased. Moreover, taskrelated activities in these early visual areas showed strong positive correlation with autistic symptomatology. A fast-paced
real world where instantaneous perception and judgment is
necessary may be a challenging environment for individuals
with ASD. There was no group difference in IPS activity. The
results of this study indicated that coherent motion perception per se is not impaired, but is heavily impacted by motion
signal strength, and this impact occurs at the early visual cortex level. The authors argued that this exaggerated impact
may arise from failure of local opponent inhibition, which is
related to imbalance of excitatory/inhibitory neural transmission. In another study, individuals with ASD showed greater
activation and faster hemodynamic decay in V5 while passively viewing outward moving rings. This finding also suggested an atypical excitation/inhibition pattern in ASD [75].
http://www.jkacap.org
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A magnetoencephalography (MEG) study [76] using RDK
provided more direct evidence for the imbalance of excitatory/inhibitory neural transmission in ASD. This study investigated gamma-band activity of visual areas for various motion coherences. Gamma-band is generated by a local loop in
which gamma aminobutyric acid (GABA)-A receptor and
excitatory receptor are alternately activated [77], and is related
to local excitatory-inhibitory interaction in the cortex [78].
Activity of gamma-band is thought to increase as visual motion strength increases [79]. Gamma-band activity of motionresponsive areas V3, MT/V5, and V6 increased as motion coherence increased in both the ASD and TD groups. In other
words, motion coherence caused positive linear modulation
of gamma-band activity. However, this positive modulation
was stronger in the ASD group (Fig. 1), showing that local imbalance of excitation/inhibition may be associated with impaired coherent motion perception in ASD. One magnetic
resonance spectroscopy study showed that binocular rivalry,
which relies on visual inhibitory signals, was reduced in ASD,
and the reduction was associated with a decrease in GABA
concentration in the early visual cortex [80]. The imbalance
of excitation/inhibition in the autistic brain may account for
dysfunction of lateral inhibition [81] and increased internal
noise [82] in early visual processing in ASD and is consistent
with observations that individuals with ASD often show inter-trial variability of neural responses [83].

ASD

Control

ASD＞contral

Biological motion perception

Biological motion, a type of global motion, refers to movement of a person or an animal and exhibits a complex temporal and spatial pattern. Nevertheless, two-day-old infants show
preferential looking at biological motion [84] and three-month
old infants distinguish between biological and non-biological
motion expressed by a point-light display (PLD) [85]. Preferential attention to biological motion plays an important role in
social development [86], but unlike TD toddlers, autistic toddlers focus on non-social motion rather than biological motion [87]. PLD is most frequently used for biological motion
research. It displays movement of human major joints as dots
and is free from confound of form since it has no shape [88].
Scrambled motion is often used as a control stimulus. It is composed by changing the position of each dot while local movements remain the same as the biological motion. Although
individuals with ASD show relatively preserved ability of basic information extraction such as simple identification from
biological motion, they have difficulties in obtaining complex
and ambiguous information such as emotional contents [89] or
distinguishing biological motion from scrambled motion [90].
The superior temporal sulcus (STS), a brain structure highly
connected to social brain network [91], has shown altered ac-
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Fig. 1. Cortical distribution of the positive linear modulation of
gamma-band activity by motion coherence. Two upper figures
show that both group exhibited this modulation mainly in visual
areas. Lower figure shows that the stronger stimulus-related
gamma-band modulation in ASD occurred from extrastriate areas including V3, MT/V5 and V6. ASD: autism spectrum disorder.
Adapted from Peiker et al. PLoS One 2015;10:e0132531 [76].

tivities or connectivities during socio-emotional perception
in ASD [92,93]. Moreover, it has been speculated that the STS
is connected to multiple primary sensory cortices and receives
sensory information including non-social information [94].
STS seems to be involved in biological motion processing, given that social meaning must be provided to visual information
in order to interpret biological motion. In fact, several neuroimaging studies investigating neural response to biological
motion expressed in PLD have reported abnormalities of STS,
particularly posterior STS (pSTS) in ASD.
In a study by Herrington et al. [95], participants were required to choose walking direction of point-light walker dur-
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ing fMRI scanning, and no behavioral difference was observed
between the Asperger syndrome group and the TD group.
However, while individuals with Asperger syndrome showed
less activity only in the adjacent region of the inferior parietal
lobe while viewing scrambled walkers compared to the TD
group, they showed extensive hypoactivation in the right middle and inferior temporal regions and the superior temporal
gyrus including STS while viewing intact walkers. Similarly,
in another fMRI study, individuals with ASD hypo-activated
the middle temporal cortex close to the STS while they were
choosing walking directions of point-light walkers [96]. In a
study examining the neural activity of the ASD group, compared to the unaffected sibling (US) group, and TD group [97],
individuals were asked to simply watch motion clips during
scanning. The ASD group showed decreased activity in the
prefrontal and temporal cortices including the right pSTS in
biological motion versus scrambled motion contrast, compared
to the US and TD groups. Furthermore, the activity of the right
pSTS was negatively correlated to severity of social deficit. The
authors argued that the right pSTS shows “state activity” as a
biological marker indicating the severity of autistic conditions.
It is noteworthy that even in the process of extracting or simply observing basic information of neutral PLD stimuli that
do not reveal emotion or intention, the autistic brain showed
atypical neural activities. This suggests that the characteristics
of biological motion perception in ASD cannot be explained
only from the perspective of social impairment.
In one fMRI study [73], ASD individuals showed lower task
performances and hypoactivation of pSTS, DLPFC, and IPS.
The authors noted the possibility that PLD stimuli with noise
caused difficulties in dynamic attention, although they did
not investigate this hypothesis directly. Indeed, there have been
reports that individuals with ASD performed better than TD
individuals in noiseless motion paradigm [98]. Therefore, individuals with ASD may not have difficulties in integrating
information, but only in combination with signal and noise.
In another fMRI study [99], participants were instructed to
look at biological motion or scrambled motion and choose
whether the presented PLD was a person or not (explicit task),
or to indicate color change of moving dots (implicit task). In
implicit task, both the ASD group and the TD group equally
recruited the right STS. However, in explicit versus implicit
contrast, ASD participants, unlike TD participants, did not
show augmentation of right STS activity and the degree of
augmentation was correlated with explicit task performance.
This result showed that individuals with ASD may lack the
ability to attend to social stimuli despite their intact basic biological motion processing, which is consistent with the social motivation theory of ASD.
Lastly, the cerebellum is functionally connected to many ce-

rebral cortices responsible for social and sensory functions, and
abnormal functions of the cerebellum have also been reported in ASD [18]. The cerebellum generates a prediction model
based on experience of cognitive results of cerebral activities,
so that we can perform complex skills easily and immediately away from slow and hard top-down processes [100,101]. In
particular, we instinctively recognize biological motion faster
than any other visual information [95]. One recent fMRI study
[100] investigated how the cerebellum contributes to biological motion perception in autism and typical development.
While viewing point-light biological motion, the cerebellar
posterior lobe was activated in both groups, and no significant group difference in activity was found. However, effective
connectivity between cerebellar posterior lobe regions and the
right pSTS, a key region of biological motion perception and
cerebellar posterior lobe regions, was correlated with greater
autistic symptomaticity. This indicates that the role of the cerebellum in biological motion perception in ASD should be
investigated in future studies.
Individuals with ASD have shown altered brain response
in perceiving coherent motion and biological motion, which
are representative global motions. While perceiving coherent
motion, these individuals show atypical activation of the primary visual cortex and extrastriate cortices, including the
MT/V5 region, which is thought to be a key region for global
motion processing. These atypical neural responses may be
attributable to the imbalance of excitation/inhibition. The results of these studies suggest abnormal early visual processing
in ASD, and cannot explain whether atypical motion perception is due to impaired general cognitive function. Regarding
the biological motion perception, individuals with ASD have
shown altered activation of STS. This may be interpreted as
reflecting social impairment such as lack of social motivation
but may also be regarded as having difficulty of external noise
filtering [102]. Future research should investigate how the autistic brain responds to biological motion surrounded by noise,
which better reflects real life. If an atypical response is found,
it will be necessary to explore whether it is a matter of visual
processing or of a more general domain.

FACE PROCESSING
Human face is the most commonly encountered social
stimulus in real world. From faces, we obtain various social
information in an immediate and instinctive manner [103].
However, face processing in the brain is complicated. First,
individual local features such as eye, nose, and mouth are
identified, and they are holistically perceived through configural processing. Then, the local and global motions of temhttp://www.jkacap.org
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porally and spatially dynamic facial structures are analyzed.
Lastly, all this information is synthesized to derive a social
meaning. Maturation of face processing, which requires a
high degree of sophistication, is completed in late development [103]. For example, major brain regions involved in face
processing, inferior occipital gyrus (IOG) and fusiform gyrus
(FG), begin to show stronger activation on faces than objects
only at ages 11–14 [104].
Behaviorally, individuals with ASD have shown difficulties in face recognition and discrimination [31], face memory [105], gender discrimination [32], emotional expression
perception [106], and diminished attention to eyes, which is
the most informative feature [107]. It is not surprising that numerous studies have investigated neural correlates of face
processing in autistic individuals, since social impairment is
the main problem in ASD. Most studies have examined the
response of cerebral cortex to static face stimuli and have reported atypical responses of the brain. However, because many
studies have been conducted, it is also true that they have
produced mixed results. The fact that development of face
processing is completed at a relatively late age and that individuals with ASD show a heterogeneous spectrum could be
one reason of inconsistency. In addition, gaze direction, emotional expression and familiarity of faces affect neural activity [35]. Herein, we summarize the main findings of studies
that have investigated face processing in ASD for the past 20
years. These studies have mainly focused on cortical responses to static face stimuli. Next, we report findings from neuroimaging studies that have examined dynamic face processing and subcortical face processing, both of which have been
investigated recently.

at pictures of strangers, but the decreased activity was normalized when looking at pictures of familiar people. Familiarity can influence engagement of FG, and decreased activity of FG in ASD may reflect reduced attention to strangers.
The amygdala exhibited lower activity in response to neutral
faces in individuals with ASD compared to TD individuals
[114,115]. Interestingly, activity of this region seemed to depend on where eye gaze was being fixed. In other words, it
was found that activity of the amygdala had a positive correlation with time spent in eye-region fixation [34]. While natural viewing, individuals with ASD showed less gaze toward
eye-region, and this behavioral feature was associated with a
threat of neutral faces. Moreover, forcing eye-region fixation
enhanced the activity of amygdala in individuals with ASD
[118]. In an fMRI study that participants were watching facial
expressions while scanned, a gender discrimination task was
performed to maintain concentration. As a result, the ASD
group showed increased activity in the amygdala compared
to the TD group [119]. These findings indicate that individuals with ASD are likely to avoid eye contact because it could
increase their arousal [120]. Activities of occipital gyrus or
STS during face processing in ASD are inconsistent. In particular, studies using faces with emotional expressions showed
more mixed results. This may be because each facial emotion (e.g., anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, etc.) affected neural activities in different ways. The autistic brain, compared to the TD brain, showed either higher [121], or lower
[122] activation of STS, in response to faces with emotional
expression, and activity in the occipital cortex showed similar results [122,123].

Static face processing

In dynamic real world, we do not interact with pictures. A
number of neuroimaging studies have investigated face processing in ASD, but one of the biggest limitations is the use of
static pictures. Using static stimuli, the effects of motion perception, in which individuals with ASD are thought to show
impairment, cannot be examined. It was recently discovered
that TD individuals exhibit higher activity in several cortical
regions, including pSTS, when looking at dynamic faces compared to static faces [124]. Considering movements of faces,
Bernstein and Yovel [125] proposed an integrative neural model for dynamic and static face processing (Fig. 2). According
to their model, the dorsal face areas including the pSTS and
inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) are responsible for processing facial motion or changeable aspects of faces. The ventral face
areas including occipital face area (OFA) and fusiform face
area (FFA) are involved in facial form processing, which suggests that these areas process variant and invariant facial features, regardless of whether the face is moving. The motion-

According to the human neural network for face processing, proposed by Haxby et al. [108], IOG and FG mediate visual analysis of invariant or unchangeable features (e.g., gender, identity), and STS and amygdala mediate visual analysis
of variant or changeable features (e.g., emotional expression,
eye gaze direction). Specifically, it seems that IOG mainly analyzes individual facial features such as eyes or noses [109],
and FG is involved in more complex processing such as integrating individual features [110]. STS is thought to analyze dynamic aspects of faces [111], and the amygdala is a key region
of emotional expression perception [112].
In general, individuals with ASD, compared to TD individuals, showed hypoactivation in IOG, FG, STS and amygdala
[113-116]. The most consistent finding is hypoactivation of FG,
which is supposed to be a general deficit of face processing in
ASD [103]. In Pierce and Redcay’s fMRI study [117], children
with ASD showed decreased activity in the FG while looking
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An Unified Neural Model of Face Processing
MT

STS-FA

OFA

FFA

IFG-FA

Facial Motion
Changeable aspects
Face Form

from static and dynamic faces

Fig. 2. The unified neural model of face processing. MT sends input to the dorsal face areas (i.e., STS-FA and IFG-FA) for facial
motion processing, and to the ventral face areas (i.e., OFA and
FFA) for structure-from-motion analysis. The dorsal face areas
are responsible for facial motion and changeable facial aspects, while the ventral face areas are responsible for facial
form processing of static and dynamic faces. MT: middle temporal visual area, STS-FA: superior temporal sulcus face area,
IFG-FA: inferior frontal gyrus face area, OFA: occipital face area,
FFA: fusiform face area. Reproduced from Bernstein et al. Sci
Rep 2018;8:7036 [126].

selective region MT/V5 is connected to both the dorsal and
ventral face areas. This region sends motion information to
pSTS and structural information to OFA and FFA in motionless form [126].
Pelphrey et al. [127] conducted an fMRI study using moving dynamic face stimuli for the first time in ASD research.
Participants watched static and dynamic facial stimuli with
or without emotional expressions while they underwent scanning. In both the ASD group and TD group, the amygdala, FG,
and STS were more activated in response to dynamic emotional expressions than in response to static emotional expressions. However, these three regions in the ASD group showed
reduced positive modulation of activities by dynamic faces.
Neural response of MT/V5 to dynamic faces was not different between the two groups. Thus, the authors concluded that
individuals with ASD have impairment in dynamic face processing and abnormalities in social brain regions such as the
amygdala and STS may have negative effects on dynamic face
processing in ASD. On the other hand, they argued that the
early visual area such as MT/V5 in ASD is intact. An fMRI
study by Sato et al. [111] showed similar results (Fig. 3). Additionally, dynamic causal modeling analyses revealed that
bidirectional effective connectivity was found in V1-middle
temporal gyrus (MTG) circuit and MTG-IFG circuit in both
the ASD group and control (CON) group, and all of these effective connectivities increased in response to dynamic faces
compared to static faces. However, the enhancements of effective connectivities were significantly weaker in the ASD
group than in the CON group (Fig. 4). These results suggested
that dynamic face processing in ASD is disrupted from early
visual processing (i.e., V1-MTG). One recent study [128] provided evidence that individuals with ASD may have difficulties in face-to-face communication. Participants performed
visual speech recognition tasks by matching an articulated

syllable with a target syllable while watching a silent video of
speakers articulating a syllable. Control tasks were face identification. While both the ASD group and TD group showed
functional connectivities between dorsal movement regions
and ventral form regions in visual speech recognition versus
face identification contrast, the ASD group showed reduced
connectivity in right MT/V5-right OFA circuit and the left
temporal visual speech area (i.e., the portion of pSTS which is
specifically sensitive to visual speech)-left FFA circuit. This result indicated that individuals with ASD may suffer from interpersonal communication difficulties due to atypical dynamic
face processing. In contrast, there was no difference in cortical
activity between individuals with ASD and TD individuals
while viewing dynamic facial expression in one study [129].

Subcortical face processing

Based on a number of electrophysiological, neuropsychological and neuroimaging studies, Johnson [130] concluded
that humans are characterized by a subcortical face detection
pathway. This pathway runs from the superior colliculus to the
amygdala via the pulvinar of the thalamus, which transmits
visual information to the amygdala faster than through the
visual cortex. Fig. 5 shows the cortical and subcortical pathways schematically. Newborn babies are not fully equipped
with a cortical visual system that delivers HSF information
containing the fine details of objects. Inevitably, they rely much
more on the subcortical visual system that delivers LSF information containing coarse aspects of objects. Even under this
condition, babies are able to preferentially look at face-like patterns. This is consistent with the fact that a fearful face with
open eyes and a mouth filtered by LSF can even activate a subcortical face processing system including the amygdala [131].
Importantly, it is thought that preference for face-like patterns
at early development activates the lateral occipital, fusiform
and orbitofrontal cortex to help mature cortical face processing
[130]. In short, a subcortical face processing system plays an important role in enabling very basic face perception through the
rapid delivery of crude but essential information and developing face processing. One-year-old infants with ASD do not
look at faces as much as TD infants, and this could be an early
sign of abnormal face processing [132]. In addition, dysfunction of the amygdala, an important region of the subcortical
face processing system, can reduce social motivation and prevent proper attendance to socially relevant stimuli, resulting
in face processing abnormality [133]. Taken together, it is necessary to investigate characteristics of subcortical face processing in the autistic brain to reveal neurobiological underpinnings of ASD.
Faces filtered by HSF and LSF have often been used to evaluate subcortical face processing, and this type of stimuli was
http://www.jkacap.org
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Fig. 3. Brain regions in which ASD group showed reduced activity compared to CON group under dynamic versus static conditions.
(A) Statistical parametric maps rendered on spatially normalized brains. (B) Statistical parametric maps of representative brain regions overlaid on the normalized anatomical MRI of one of the participants. (C) Mean parameter estimates (±SE) of brain regions
corresponding to the above overlaid MRIs. MTG: middle temporal gyrus, FG: fusiform gyrus, AMY: amygdala, MPFC: medial prefrontal cortex, IFG: inferior frontal gyrus, FE: fear, HA: happiness, DY: dynamic expressions, ST: static expressions, CON: control, ASD:
autism spectrum disorder. Adapted from Sato et al. BMC Neurosci 2012;13:99 [111].

also used in studies on disorders other than ASD (Fig. 6) [134].
Vlamings et al. [135], in their visual evoked potential study,
showed LSF and HSF images of fearful and neutral faces to 3to 4-year-old children with or without ASD. In TD children,
P1 activity in the visual area was observed to be modulated by
fearful faces only when they were presented in LSF, but not in
HSF. In contrast, in children with ASD, this effect occurred
only when the faces were presented in HSF, but not in LSF.
Based on these results, the authors proposed that the subcortical face processing route that is responsible for perception
of emotional expression in children with ASD is impaired,
leading to excessive dependence on HSF information from
an early age. This study provided evidence that atypical face
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processing in adults with ASD may originate from disrupted
subcortical processing in early age. In another fMRI study [136]
conducted in adult participants, similar face stimuli were used.
In the TD group, fusiform activity increased by emotional expression regardless of spatial frequency, but the ASD group
showed an increase in fusiform activity only by LSF faces. The
amygdala in the ASD group was more sensitive to LSF stimuli than HSF as opposed to the TD group. The authors concluded that individuals with ASD exhibited preserved subcortical LSF face processing, but cortical analysis of HSF face was
abnormal. Although the results of the two studies seem to contradict each other, from a neurodevelopmental perspective,
impaired subcortical face processing in infants 3-4 years old
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may lead to abnormal cortical face processing in adulthood.
A limitation is that the two studies did not directly examined
subcortical activity. To draw more consistent conclusions, it is
necessary to directly examine structural or functional characteristics of the subcortical face processing system.
Several studies have used subliminal face stimuli to investigate subcortical face processing in ASD. Subliminal face stimuli are presented for a very short time (approximately 20–50
ms) [137], and usually followed immediately by backward
masking. The former activates subcortical regions, especially amygdala, but is not consciously perceived by the cerebral

cortex [138]. In an fMRI study by Kleinhans et al. [139], direct
group comparison revealed that no brain region showed higher activation the ASD group than in the TD group. The TD
group showed higher activation than the ASD group in the
left amygdala, bilateral FG, right pulvinar, and bilateral superior colliculi. This result suggested impaired subcortical face
processing in ASD. In contrast, in another study, there was
no group difference in time-course or intensity of amygdala
activation between the ASD and the TD group when subliminal fearful faces were presented [140]. Altered subcortical face
processing could be implicated in gaze avoidance observed
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Fig. 4. Models and results of dynamic causal modeling analyses. (A) Bidirectional intrinsic connections constructed between the V1
and MTG and between the MTG and IFG. (B) Models based on the modulatory effect (bold arrows) of dynamic presentation. The
full model was the best fitted for both groups. (C) Mean coupling parameters (±SE) for CON and ASD group. V1: primary visual cortex, MTG: middle temporal gyrus, IFG: inferior frontal gyrus, MNS: mirror neuron system (i.e., MTG-IFG), CON: control, ASD: autism
spectrum disorder. Adapted from Sato et al. BMC Neurosci 2012;13:99 [111].

Magnocellular (coarse resol.)

LSF
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Occipital path

Fig. 5. Cortical and subcortical pathways for visual inputs. Orange arrows describe parvocellular pathways conveying fine
(high spatial frequency) visual information, whereas blue arrows
describe magnocellular pathways conveying coarse (low spatial frequency) information. Parvocellular inputs reach the striate
cortex and project to ventral occipital regions, including the fusiform gyrus. Magnocellular inputs project more dorsally toward
the parietal cortex and, to a lesser extent, also toward the ventral occipital cortex. Another magnocellular pathway reaches
the amygdala via a subcortical colliculus-pulvinar projection.
Fusiform and amygdala are reciprocally connected. resol.: resolution, Amygd.: amygdala, Occ.: occipital cortex. Reproduced from Corradi-Dell’acqua et al. Front Hum Neurosci
2014;8:189 [136].

Fig. 6. Examples of face stimuli sorted by spatial frequency. Faces with normal presentation contains broad spatial frequency.
These faces are spatially filtered to form LSF and HSF face stimuli. BSF: broad spatial frequency, LSF: low spatial frequency, HSF:
high spatial frequency. Adapted from Celeghin et al. Biomed
Res Int 2019;2019:9562935 [134].
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in ASD. In one study [141], forced gaze fixation to eye-region
on dynamic emotional face caused hyperactivation of the
pulvinar and amygdala to individuals with ASD. Especially,
activity in the amygdala was not affected by emotional valence of faces. These results indicated that individuals with
ASD may avoid looking in the eyes with emotional expression
to prevent hyperarousal.
The results of research on face processing in ASD can be
summarized as follows. Since faces are social stimuli, abnormalities of face processing in ASD are well explained on the
basis of impaired social brain networks. In fact, face perception in individuals with ASD is accompanied by atypical responses in social brain regions. However, atypical brain responses to dynamic faces appear in the early visual cortex,
including MT/V5. This indicates the possibility that failure to
perceive complex movements of faces is implicated in atypical
face processing in ASD. ASD is usually diagnosed after two
years of age [142], but high-risk infants already do not show a
preference for faces when they are one year old [132]. Considering that this preference in infants is related to subcortical
face processing, neurobiology of face processing in ASD may
be underpinned by altered subcortical face processing to some
extent. There are not many neuroimaging studies that have
investigated dynamic face processing or subcortical face processing in ASD, and the results are inconsistent.

CONCLUSION
Findings from neuroimaging studies in ASD provide some
evidence for altered or disrupted visual perception in ASD.
Multiple pieces of evidence indicate that individuals with ASD
show abnormalities in early visual processing before higher
order cognitive or perceptual processing. Specifically, the autistic brain shows atypical activity or connectivity in the primary visual cortex and the extrastriate cortex including MT/
V5 in response to various visual stimuli. If early visual processing in ASD is atypical per se, perception of human faces
showing complex changes in time and space can also be affected regardless of social impairment, a key symptom of ASD.
Individuals with ASD exhibit atypical neural activity in the
early visual cortex while viewing dynamic faces and may show
abnormalities in subcortical face processing. Importantly,
atypical visual perception can be closely related to social impairment in ASD. Altered visual perception precedes the diagnosis leading to the hypothesis that atypical visual processing may give rise to or aggravate social impairment. Moreover,
several neuroimaging studies on ASD showed that atypical
neural activity in ASD for various visual stimuli was associated with social impairment. Presumably, individuals with ASD
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may fail to process visual information properly, including social information, and isolate themselves from others as they
feel confused about the visually presented social cues. In contrast, some individuals with ASD excel in artistic fields such
as drawing. Visual perception in ASD may be a strength or
weakness depending on whether its characteristics are accurately identified and utilized or not. In conclusion, to improve
rehabilitation and quality of life of individuals with ASD, future studies are required to reveal characteristics and neurobiology of visual perception in ASD.
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